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- Anonymous (Drama, 2016)
- Artistic Intern
- Part-time, 12-15 hours per week
- Unpaid

What do you do as an intern at this organization?
I research and write on various topics to be included in production notes and study guides for the theatre's upcoming productions. For example, I was assigned the production notes (to be included in the program) for the upcoming production “Little Prince,” for which I researched the original book’s author, various adaptations, and original reviews. I also get to attend rehearsals and castings. I also assist with minor office work.

How did you find your internship?
I researched theatre internships in the Boston area online.

What do you enjoy most about your internship?
I love being able to use my research and writing skills instead of doing strict office work every day. I also get to see a lot of the theatre's work, such as rehearsals and casting that I might not be able to see at other places.

What do you find challenging?
A lot of my work is very independent, and I have to come up with my own ideas for writing pieces.

What advice would you offer to someone who wants to make the most of an internship like yours?
Don't be afraid to ask a lot of questions, about anything. My supervisor loves to tell us about the company, the theatre, and her experiences. Also really give your own creative ideas to the writings or projects you produce, they definitely want your thoughts. It makes it more interesting too!

About the Organization
New Repertory Theatre
Watertown, MA

Now in its third decade, New Rep has established itself as one of Boston’s premiere theatre companies. Celebrated for electrifying, compelling, and poignant productions, New Rep plays reflect our world and community and regularly explore ideas that have vital resonance in our lives—here and now. New Rep shows are provocative, intelligent, and entertaining.